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A. Acculturation Bibliographies Posted Online:

*Antioch’s Multicultural Center Resources

*AsianLaw’s Ethnicity & Law Bibliography

*Australian Center for Quality of Life Bibliography

*Canada's Metropolis Bibliographies

*Canadian Coalition for Immigrant Children and Youth Bibliography

*Center for Immigration Studies: Dissertations in 2003

*Gary Fontaine’s Intercultural & International References

*George McLean’s Cultural Heritage and Contemporary Change Series

*Hmong Cultural Values, Customs and Acculturation Bibliography

*ICSEY Research Papers References

*Jean Kemble’s United States Immigration, 1840-1940 Bibliography

*Kristin Tamblyn’s Research on International Students Annotated Bibliography

*Paul Ghuman’s UK focused Homepage and Bibliography

*Relationship between language and identity: Annotated Bibliography

*Study Abroad Research On-Line Bibliographies

*Vas Tara’s Instruments for Measuring Acculturation List

B. Resumes of Career Research on Acculturation:

*John Berry’s prolific and influential research Resume

*Richard Bourhis’ extensive French language research Resume

*George DeVos’s massive anthropologically based research Resume

*Fons van de Vijver’s extensive European-based research Resume
C. Review Papers Online with Large Reference Sections:


*University of Western Washington’s 8 textbook chapters on acculturation.

*Verónica Benet-Martínez & others’ (2005) *Bicultural identity integration (BII).*
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